Prediction of outcome in dichorionic twin pregnancies at 6-10 weeks' gestation.
The objective of the study was to predict the outcome of dichorionic (DC) twin pregnancies at 6-10 weeks' gestation from intertwin discordance in crown-rump length (CRL), heart rate (HR), and gestational sac diameter (GSD). Intertwin discordance in CRL, HR, and GSD, was compared in 3 groups of DC twin pregnancies with 2 live embryos at 6-10 weeks. In one group, there were 2 live births (n = 174), in another 1 live birth (n = 24), and in a third group there were no live births (n = 33). Regression analysis was used to determine the predictors of outcome. Significant contributors to the prediction of 1 intrauterine death were discordance in CRL and GSD. The only predictor of 2 deaths was discordance in CRL. Detection rates of screening for single or double death, at 10% false-positive rate, were 79.2% and 27.3%, respectively. In DC twins, intertwin discordance in CRL and GSD at 6-10 weeks can predict outcome.